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BOOK REVIEWS 

T. GARFIELD: UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER. 

RenaissancJ Exploration, J .R. Hale, B.B.C. Publications. 9/6d. 

In the harbo-ur at Barcelona in the shadow of the statue of Christopher 
Columbus is anchored a. replica of his flagship, the "Santa Maria." 
On a recent visit to Barcelona I was able to go aboard the "Santa 
Maria" and was immediately surprised by the small size of the ship 
compared to the huge vessels that venture forth across the seas today. 
On looking round at the cramped quarters below decks, the primitive 
compass, a display of old prints illustrating Col~bus's exploits and 
his routes picked out on a rough copy of Martin Behaims's World Map, 
one cannot but admire the courage of the early explorers. With these 
thoughts in my mind I found Professor Hale's book both fascinating and 
enjoyable. 

It was at the time of the Renaissance that man's knowledge of the 
existence of other continents was built up, and at the. end of this 
period the world map began to take on a definite shape that was much 
the same as it is today. This was an age of intrepid individuals -
the adventurers who sailed into the unknown to explore, record and 
exploit their findings. 

There were three types of map available at that time. The first, the 
"mappamundi" was centred on Jerusalem; a sort of visual equivalent of 
Genesis, plus Europe, Africa and Asia. It was not a practical map and 
was thus irrelevant to the explorers. The second, the Ptolemaic map, 
showed the then known world derived from Greek trading contacts, 
giving a reasonably accurate picture of Europe, the coast of North 
Africa and Arabia with an Indian Ocean of large extent but shown as 
an inland sea with a Southern shore of "Terra Incognita." The 
Ptolemaic map provided a map of the right sort with sea routes that 
were needed, but it blocked the routes to the outer oceans. The Frau 
Mauro world map of 1459 was round like the Jerusalem maps, but it 
provided, at last, a world that was circumnavigable. The third type 
was the Portolan chart, designed not for contemplation but strictly 
for use. At sea the mariner needed to find his way from landfall to 
landf8.11, and these charts showed coastal features and harbours 
accurately spaced; they gave a detailed and accurate picture of the 
Mediterranean and North European coasts. The techniques of the 
Portolan charts were used to map newly discovered lands once the rough 
surveys were completed. The voyager into the unknown needed more than 



a Portolan chart, and it is here that the humanist approach to 
cartography, ~~th speculative treatment of modified Ptolemaic world 
mpas, added Renaissance Theory to the medieval sea chart and made 
planned exploration possible. 

At this time impressions of .llspace" were seen iu two ways, unrealistic 
in art and realistic for practical men. This can be seen on some 
Portolans and other maps of the period, where the coastlines are 
meticuiously portrayed but the interior is filled with scenes and 
groups symbolic of medieval art. The dangers and uncertainties of 
exploration were great. It was difficult to imagine what lay.beyond 
the recorded regions. The 15th century provided men who were deter
mined to record space in definite terms; the study of mathematics and 
geometry, both essential to cartography and navigation, flourished, 
giving rise to an attit,lde of mind that the world was there to be 
investigated. The Azores, Madeiras and Canaries had been discovered 
in the 14th century (on a map in the "Hedici Atlas" dated 1351 the 
Azores and Madeiras are shown most accurately).,. The Atlantic Triangle, 
Lisbon- Azores- Cape Bojador (Shown in the Catalan Atlas of 1375), 
provided a training ground for ships and seamen capable of exploring 
further afield were they .were able to imagine a definite goal. The 
European nations were at a stage of expansion, moral was high, 
technology was advancing - the ships, courageous men, and the necessary 
capital were available, the stage was set for the age of discoveries 
when the unknown lands were eventually drawn in on the world map. 

This is the setting, and the story of exploration unfolds in chapters 
on Africa and the East, the Americas, and the Far North and Fa~ South. 
In conclusion there: are chapters on "Men and ~1ethods" (Shi.ps, seamen, 
navigation and the untold hardsh~ps endured during the voyages) and 
suggested reading for the further study of Renaissance exploration. 
Included in the 12 page illustration section (four pages in colour) 
are reproductions of Mercators World Map 1538, the Cantino World Map 
c 1502, the Hereford Map and a Portuguese Chart of the South Atlantic 
from the Miller Atlas c 1519. 

This 110 page book is very interesting reading and should whet the 
appetite to look further into this absorbing subject. 

Also available from B.B.C. Publications, at 5/-, is "EyeU.ne", a basic 
course in drawing and observation. This 24 page, 8l· x 11" book, 
printed on good quality paper, deals in ten chapters with a systematic 
approach to problems involved in representational drawing. It covers 
relationship of shapes and proportions, basic three dimensional 
objects, tone values, irregular objects, effects of light, reflecting 
surfaces, texture and complex lighting effects. This book stresses · 
the need for method in any visual analysis. 
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WORLD FERTILIZER ATLAS (Second Edition) £17. lOs. od. The 
British Sulphur Corporation Limited, 23 Upper Brook Street, 

London, 'vJ .1. 

Specialist atlases are being produced more frequently and this is the 
second edition (September 1967) of an atlas which should have a 
particular appeal to anyone interested in the problems of world food 
supply and the broader aspects of economic development. 

The maps show: 

(1) production facilities at individual plants for Ammonia, 
Phosphoric Acid, Fertilizers and combinations of these; 

(2) other plant symbols show current and planned expansion, etc., 

(3) raw materials ... oil refineries; Sulphur, PjTites, Phosphate 
rock, Potash, Anhydrite and Nitrate mines; Coal, Lignite, 
Oil and Natural Gas fields. 

These are ~perimposed on a base showing principal cities, main rivers, 
canals and railways for each country or area. 

Printed in six colours, the maps are very clear and easily understood. 
Use of a blue tint for the sea and a yellow one for other land areas 
easily focusses the attention on the white area of the country in· 
question. Symbols are shown in mauve, green and black; plain non
serif style, capitals and lower case, is used for the lettering. 
Tables for each country give the names of the companies, their 
locations, their products and annual capacity. Additional statistical 
data is shown for 92 countries. This includes fertilizer production, 
consumption, imports and exports; princ1pal crops, area and production; 
total land area and cultivated area; population and gross annual 
production (G~~) per capita. Plant information is dated to June 1967. 
Other &tatistics refer to the year 1965-66. 

This 112 page atlas is printed on good quality paper with an Bt" x llt" 
format; at £17. 10s. Od. it is an expensive but very useful reference 
work for the specialist. Explanatory brochure can be obtn5.ned from 
the British Sulphur Corporation. 



Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington D.C. 20402. 

The U.S. GJvernment printing office produces a prolific number of 
documents and publications of all types. Listed below are a number of 
these which should be of j~terest to cartographers, map librarians, 
and geograp~ers in general. 

"BACKGROUND NOTES" for individual countries, 5 cents each (in some 
cases 10 cents). These are quarto-sized, 4-10 page booklets, giving 
up-to-date information on approximately 120 countries of the world 
(at April 1968). They are regularly revised and, as the name implies, 
give background information on various nations - each following the 
same pattern - Population Size, Capital City, Geography, Climate, The 
People, Language, Religion, History, Government, F.:conomy-1 Agriculture, 
Industry, Foreign Relations, Defence, and U.S. Policy. Principal 
Government officials are listed; and in conclusion a short Bibliography. 
Each set of notes has a full page map, simply but effectively drawn, 
to show the country, main lines of communication, and principal towns. 
Statistical tables are not given but these notes nevertheless are very 
useful, particularly for the smaller countries where it is sometimes 
difficult to find up-to-date information and a reasonably sized map. 

VIEI'NAM AND ASIAN CONTINENT MAPS, 15 cents. A foldout pamphlet of 
five maps on this particular area of current interest. There is a 
political map of Asia and small visual relief maps of Asia and South 
East Asia. On an economic map of South East Asia, at a scale of 200 
miles to 111 products are shown by stylised symbols. The main map, a 
political one of Vietnam and neighbouring countries at a scale of 
50 miles to 1", is supplemented by a gazetter giving approximately 
750 names of towns and physical features for North and South Vietnam, 
Cambodia and Laos. The maps are produced by the American firm o.f 
C.S. Harnmond and Co. ," :t-1aplewood, N.J. Useful as an up-to-date "place 
name" and "current affairs" map of Vietnam and adjoining areas. 

PROFILES OF NEWLY INDEPENDENT STATES. Geographic Bulletin No. 1, 
25 cents. . Number one in a series of seven bulletins prepared by the 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research on areas and geographical problems 
of current interest. Revised in 1967, this 32 page bulletin lists 
sixty one states in chronological order with notes on Status of 
Sovreignty. The~e is a map showing the newly independent states of 
the world and also a reference table of Capitals, Areas, Populations 
and Nationality Forms. 
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL ~UU?S - An annotated list of references relating to 
the construction and use of terrain models. 36 cents. 

A 38 page bibliography compiled by Walter W. Ristow, with an 
introduction which gives a summary cf the history and development of 
three-dimensional maps, describing some civilian and military uses of 
relief models. Military terrain models apparently date back to 1726 
and Louis XIV, but more recent is the series of plastic relief maps of 
the United States at a scale of 1/250,000, being produced by the U.S. 
Army Map Service in 470 sections. Seventeen publishers and dis
tributors of three-dimensional plastic m~ps and globes in the United 
States are listed. There are 395 entries in this excellent 
bi..bliography. 

A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF TREASURE MAPS AND CHARTS, compiled by Richard 
s. Ladd. 30 cents. 

An unusual list of cartographic and other publications relating to 
lost, buried and sunken treasure, mainly in North ~d South America. 
The entries fall into three categories: (1) cartographic works issued 
principally by private and commercial publishers; (2) officially 
published nautical and chart wrecks; (3) a selection of books on 
Treasure Trove. Bach entry is fully described and the Library of 
Congress number stated; an index gives names supplementary to the main 
entries. 

~S SHO\rHNG ~:fJ.ORERS' ROUTES, TRAILS. AND EARLY ROADS IN THE UNITED 
STATES. 
compiJed by Richard S. Ladd. 1.2.'5. 

Three hundred :i7:ems are. listed and fully described, the aim being to 
provide a selective bibliography to assist research workers in finding 
maps pertain:Ln.r to their interests. The entries are arranged 
alphabetically ·::y author or authority. Bach one includes title, 
publieher, da·;, ,.=-- 1 scale, dimensions, with notes on topography, 
buundaries, etc., and full details of the routes shown. 

- - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - -
A-v_i}.l,lable from the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
HAi.mB\JOK OF AGRICULTURAL CHARTS 1967 .• 
A detailed account of the agricultural economy of the United States is 
given with 157 graphs and charts supplemented by etatistical tables. 
Apart f~om the obvious interest for the specialist, this is well worth 
looking at to examine the very clear and bold examples of all types 
of graphs and charts. 
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GRAPHIC ANALYSIS - Applications in Agricultural Economics by 
Frederick V. Waugh. Agriculture Handbook No. 326. 

Thir·ty-six examples, with explanatory notes, statistics and completed 
graphs, show the use of graphic analysis for res~arch purposes in 
agricultural economics. Of interest to anyone concerned with the 
varied problems of statistical representation. 

- - ., - - - - - - - - - - ~ 

Publications from the Press and Information Service, French Embassy, 
58 Knightsbridge, London, S.W.l. 

The French Embassy issues a monthly newsletter covering politcal, 
economic, and social and cultural affairs in France. Additional to the 
newsletter is a series of quarto-size booklets covering various aspects 
of France. These usually contain maps of the type produced in the 
geography drawing office. They are very well drawn and should be of 
interest to the cartographic illustrator. The City of Grenoble and 
The Tourist Industry in France are two of the latest titles - others 
include Planning and Development of the Paris RegionL The Power Station 
of the Ranee, and Inland Navigation in France. 

*************** 

The European Community in Maps. 

2/6d. European Community Information Service. 
23 Chesham Street, London S.W.l. 

Twelve quarto size maps in an attractive folder illustrate the economic 
and geographic setting for the community. This is the second edition 
of a folder which is statistically up-to-date to the end of 1965. The 
methods of analysis and presentation have hee~ standardised as far as 
possible, and these twelve colourful and excellently produced maps 
give an integral picture of the workings of the European community. 
The maps cover Administrative Regions, Population·Density, Agriculture, 
Energy, Nuclear Power, Industry, Transport and External Trade. There 
are separate descriptive notes and statistics to supplement the maps, 
and a comprehensive list of sources up to the end of 1966. 

It is interesting cartographically from the point of view of 
presentation, as the rather small maps are packed with information 
needing bold use of colour. A very useful set of maps for background 
material. 
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Guide to the 
Drawings. BS 

This guide is written particularly with the reproduction of drawings 
in mind. It gives guidance on the reproduction processes according 
to the purpose for which the prints are required, bearing in mind the 
desired life of the print. 

The life of a print depends on the material used, the characteristics 
of the process used, and the care taken in reproducing the print. 
Other essential points are cost ·of materials, the process, number and 
size of prints, and the purpose for which they are required. 

This guide gives notes on the processes, materials and advantages and 
limitations of both processes and equipment. There is a useful list 
of terms and definitions. 

This 34 page book should be essential reading in every drawing office. 

*********** 
Glossary of Soil Science Terms 

. >O· cents. Soil Society of America, 677 South 
c,r:-go Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 U.S.A. 

A first-rate gJ (),-];.;:ll'y of terms used in Soil Science - approximately 
five hundred G;:'~:··.·.es in twenty pages. Well printed and set out, it is 
a r·s:;;rint frorr. ~:·n~~ Soil Science Society of American Proceedings. . An 
ess"11·tial bocl ... L. ,- for anyone wishing to keep up-to-date with geograph
ic.?.}. terminoJ.u;_. {. 

******''********* 
Cm!CISE GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE OF GEOGRAPHY - 1967. 7/6d. 

Tb.i ;-~ .;_8 note a comprehensive guide but it does provide in 47 pages a 
la::-s>; :.>r:;;le.::·~ioi.l of sources of material covering most aspects of 
Geogra.phy •· Bibliographies, Geographical Societies, Periodicals, 
Reference Haterial and Maps and Atlaees are all dealt with. Helpful 
as a reference work collecting together information that is otherwise 
only available from many different sources. 
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THE CANADIAN LANDSCAPE - Map ana Air Photo Interpretation, 

C.L. Blair & R.I. Simpson. The Copp Clark Publishing Co., Toronto 
$. 3-95. 

A book produced to very high standards with 172 pages 1oa." x 12i11 

including 80 vertical and oblique aerial photos, 25 page seetions of 
Canadian Topographical maps and two English and one French map. The 
pages are held together with a spir9.1 w~re binding enabling them to 
lie completely flat when open. A 26 page introduction to the 
principles of Nap Reading and Aerial Photography is followed by two 
introductory studies of Montreal and Wolfville to illustrate the 
interpretation of maps and aerail photographs. After this are 
examples, covering many geographical aspects, from the length and 
breadth of Canada plus interpretation exercises on each using the 
maps and air photos. In some ways elementary this book is however of 
prime interest for its presentation of air photos and the good 
coverage of Canadian Topographical map types, at scales of 1/25,000, 
1/50,000, 1/125,000 1/250,000 and 1/500,000 illustrating the varied 
landscapes of Canada. 

Maps and, more recentiy, air photos are the backbone of Geography, 
this book gives basic information, but reminds us all what can be 
learned from the correct interpretation of them. 

**************** 
I~troduction to Typography by Oliver Simon, edited by David Bland 
published by Faber at 9/6d. 
The book has much to interest the cartographer as it examines, by word 
and illustration, the fundamentals of publications i.e. the correct 
combination of type faces, composition, paper, presswork and binding. 

E.A. Lowcock 
************ 

"Context" is to be a new publication obtainable free of charge from:
The Laboratory for Computer Graphics; Harvard Graduate School of Design, 
Dept., of City a..>J.d Regional Planning, Hemorial Hull 114, Harvard 
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. An advertising pamphlet 
hopes that it will provide a continuing source of information about 
the laboratory's and will appreciate readers' suggestions, questions 
and comments on its work. The pamphlet depicts several maps drawn 
in the laboratory. 

E.A. Lowcock. 
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Forester's Guide to Aerial Photo Interpretation. 50 cents 
Agricultural HandbOOk 308. 

A book dealing uith thi.interpretation of air photos with special 
reference to tree identification and other forestry uses. Produced 
primarily for the United States forester it is of interest to anyone 
concerned with air photos and interpretation problems. Types of 
aerial photographs are explained and full details are given on how 
to obtain photos from various courses in the United States. In
formation on the preparation of. photos for viewing, photo scale, 
bearir;ss and distances is follm<~ed by the specialised uses in 
forestry - Identifying Forest Types and Tree Species, K~pping, 
Measuring Areas, Tree Height and Crown Diameter, Aerial and Ground 
Cruising. This forty page, quarto size, book is profusely illustrated. 

~:orldwide use of Airphotos in Agriculture - 25 cents 
Agricultural Handbook No.344 

This handbook presents a picture of the current uses of airphotos 
in agriculture in the United States and some countries abroad. 
Airphotos are used in agriculture for (1) to provide a base for 
field surveys (2) to supply information from stereo interpretation 
and (3) to serve as a base for plar.ning, amninistration and recording 
agricultural programmes. These uses are discussed and some examples 
sho1rm by actual photographs and reie.ted diagrams. 33 countries 
from the highly developed to the underdeveloped are given as 'llorld 
Air-Photo coverage samples; notes and tables for each co~~try give 
details of air photo cover, its specific uses and resultant data 
available. The handbook ends with a list of 26 references to Aerial 
Photography and its applications in the sphere of agriculture. 
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Handbook of Advertising Art Production by Richard N. Schlemner. 
Prentice Hall Inc. 
(displayed in the book Exhibition at Leicester during the s.u.c. 
summer school last year) 

Everyone who produces arb.rork of one kind or e..nother to pass on 
to the printer and the finished publication, should be familiar 
with the various processes involved in turning the original into 
the printed product. Familiarity with these processes aan help 
to ensure that the correct type of work is produced for the 
particular methcd of reproduction. Here is a book that supplies 
all the answers about printing processes; how and why they work. 
The author (an American Associate Professor of an Advertising 
Art and Design Department) sets out to explain very clearly the 
basic methods of printed reproduction and he succeeds very well. 
The first two chapters cover the functions of the advertising 
artist and the material he produces, leading on to the Letterpress, 
Lithographic and Gravure processes, Reproduction of colour, 
Screenless Printing, Wrap-Around printing and the Silk Screen 
Process. An excellent feature is the list of relevant definitions 
given in each chapter and also useful summaries of each printing 
process. The second half of the book covers the Presentation 
of illustrative Hatter and Hechanical Art, Typc;graphic production and 
production for the printing processes, concluding with an 
interesting chapter about paper, its history, manufacture, 
characteristics and varieties. Supplementary to the text are s~me 
exceptionally clear diagrammatic illustrations. This book provides 
an easily understood guide to the intricacies of printing processes 
·and methods of artwork preparation; essential reading for all 
drawing office personnel. 


